THEOLOGICAL, HISTORICAL, AND ETHICAL STUDIES
Martin Luther’s Theology of Beauty
A Reappraisal
Mark C. Mattes
Many contemporary theologians seek to retrieve the concept of beauty
as a way for people to encounter God. In this volume, one of today’s
leading Lutheran theologians argues that while Martin Luther’s view
of beauty has often been ignored or underappreciated, it has much to
contribute to that quest.

Mark C. Mattes (PhD, University of Chicago) is
professor of philosophy and religion at Grand View
University. He previously served parishes in Illinois
and Wisconsin. Mattes has authored, edited, or
translated a number of books and is an associate
editor of the Dictionary of Luther and the Lutheran
Traditions. He also serves as associate editor for
Lutheran Quarterly and as a contributing editor for
Logia: A Journal of Lutheran Theology.
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This groundbreaking book is the first extensive study on Luther’s theological aesthetics. Contrary to the common misconception that Luther
rejected beauty as a theological essential, Mark Mattes shows that the
concept of beauty is actually a crucial theme for Luther’s paradoxical
understanding of justification by grace alone through faith alone. Christ
“without form or comeliness” is God’s gift of mercy to troubled sinners,
so Christ is beautiful in God’s estimation. Likewise, Christ is desirable
for sinners seeking relief and liberation from the law’s unrelenting accusations and from the enslavement of sin, death, and the devil. The new
birth alters the human senses, opening them to discern and appreciate
beauty as God has implanted it in the world. Mattes shows that Luther
affirms music and visual imagery as human expressions of beauty and
discusses the implications of Luther’s aesthetics for music, art, and the
contemplative life. The author explains that for Luther, the cross is the
lens through which the beauty of God is refracted into the world. Mattes
also puts Luther’s view of beauty in opposition to some key contemporary theologians.
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Dictionary of Luther
and the Lutheran Traditions
Timothy J. Wengert, general editor; Mark A.
Granquist, Mary Jane Haemig, Robert Kolb, Mark
C. Mattes, and Jonathan Strom, associate editors
This major, cutting-edge reference work brings together experts in
church history representing a variety of Christian perspectives to
provide a comprehensive overview of Luther’s life and thought, key
figures of his time, and the various traditions he continues to influence.
Containing nearly six hundred articles, the dictionary traces the history,
theology, and practices of the global Lutheran movement, covering
significant figures, events, theological writings and ideas, denominational subgroups, and congregational practices that have constituted the
Lutheran tradition from the Reformation to the present day.

FROM THE INTRODUCTION
Today Lutherans form a worldwide movement within the church catholic.
This dictionary demonstrates that thesis at every turn. Not only did
Martin Luther and his colleagues in Wittenberg and beyond insist on their
continuity with the witness of the early church and even of certain medieval
thinkers, but from the very inception of the Reformation the Reformers
influenced church life and proclamation for a much wider audience than
simply German-speaking Christians within the Holy Roman Empire.
Students from all over Europe came to study in Wittenberg. German
writings of Luther and others and those already available in the academic
lingua franca of Latin were quickly translated into a variety of languages.
Reformers indebted to Luther and what grew to be the Lutheran traditions
spread many of these ideas throughout Western Europe, Scandinavia,
Finland, parts of the kingdoms of Poland and Hungary, and beyond.
But the movement that grew out of the Reformation did not stop in the
sixteenth century. As important as the persons and events of that time
were for shaping the Lutheran traditions, the new social, political, and
theological contexts of the ensuing centuries provided Lutheran churches
with opportunities for continued growth and development. . . .
The entries in this dictionary trace the remarkable growth and development of the Lutheran traditions, focusing on Luther and including not
simply well-known, influential names and movements from Germany and
Scandinavia but also lesser-known but nonetheless crucial figures who
founded and preserved a Lutheran witness to the gospel throughout the
world. Brief sketches of Lutheran churches throughout Africa, Asia, the
Americas, and Australia provide the reader with a view into the rich diversity of cultures in which the Lutheran witness to the gospel has flourished
over the centuries. What better way to commemorate the five-hundredth
anniversary of the Reformation than to document its historical, theological,
and cultural impact around the world!

Timothy J. Wengert (PhD, Duke University) is
Ministerium of Pennsylvania Emeritus Professor of
Church History at The Lutheran Theological Seminary
at Philadelphia.
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Robert Kolb (PhD, University of Wisconsin) is Mission
Professor of Systematic Theology Emeritus at
Concordia Seminary.
Mark C. Mattes (PhD, University of Chicago) is
professor of philosophy and religion at Grand View
University.
Jonathan Strom (PhD, University of Chicago) is
professor of church history, associate dean of faculty
and academic affairs, and director of international
initiatives at Candler School of Theology, Emory
University.
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Scripture as Real Presence
Sacramental Exegesis in the Early Church
Hans Boersma
“I highly recommend this marvelous exploration of the sacramental
reading of Scripture. Boersma expertly and comprehensively opens up
many different dimensions of the theological interpretation of Scripture—
a category increasingly invoked today—as exemplified by the great
practitioners of early Christianity. By bringing the insights gained into
constructive dialogue with contemporary concerns, Boersma shows
how Christ’s real presence in Scripture can still be encountered today.
A must-read both for those concerned with the hermeneutics of scriptural engagement and for those seeking to enrich their own reading of
Scripture, this book is an indispensable resource.”—Fr. John Behr,
St. Vladimir’s Seminary, New York
“This volume makes an outstanding contribution to the retrieval of
the ancient Christian biblical hermeneutic. It will reinforce the growing
consensus that patristic exegesis remains valid and indispensable for the
church today.”—Mary Healy, Sacred Heart Major Seminary
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Christian Women in the Patristic World
Their Influence, Authority, and Legacy
in the Second through Fifth Centuries
Lynn H. Cohick and Amy Brown Hughes
From facing wild beasts in the arena to governing the Roman Empire,
Christian women—as preachers and philosophers, martyrs and empresses, virgins and mothers—influenced the shape of the church in its
formative centuries.
Christian Women in the Patristic World provides in a single volume a nearly
complete compendium of extant evidence about Christian women in
the second through fifth centuries. Through a careful examination of
literary and material evidence, the book highlights the social and theological contributions women made to shaping early Christian beliefs
and practices, integrating their influence into the history of the patristic
church and showing how their achievements can be edifying for contemporary Christians.
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Introduction
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Macrina the Ascetic Entrepreneur and the “Unlearned” Wisdom of Monica
Ascetics, Scholars, and Compatriots in Controversy: Paula, Marcella, and the
Melanias
Aelia Pulcheria, “Protectress of the Empire,” and Empress Eudocia, a Theological Poet
Conclusion
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Introducing Protestant Social Ethics
Foundations in Scripture, History, and Practice
Brian Matz
Despite their rich tradition of social concern, Protestants have historically
struggled to articulate why, whether, and how to challenge unethical
social structures. This book introduces Protestants to the biblical and
historical background of Christian social ethics, inviting them to understand the basis for social action and engage with the broader tradition.
It embraces and explains long-standing Christian reflection on social
ethics and shows how Scripture and Christian history connect to current
social justice issues. Each chapter includes learning outcomes and
chapter highlights.

ENDORSEMENTS
“Some attempts to do Protestant social ethics capitulate to secular
debates and assumptions about the binary between capitalism and
socialism. In this book Matz avoids such pitfalls by presenting a biblically focused, theologically confident social ethic. In this admirably
nonpartisan project, thoughtful readers will find themselves doing
precisely what Matz describes as the role of the ethicist: listening to
God’s invitation to change how we see the world and our role in it.”
—Charles C. Camosy, Fordham University

Brian Matz (PhD, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven and
Saint Louis University) is associate professor of the
history of Christianity and the Sisters of St. Joseph
of Carondelet Endowed Chair in Catholic Thought at
Fontbonne University. He is the author or coeditor of
a number of books, including Gregory of Nazianzus,
Patristics and Catholic Social Thought: Hermeneutical Models for a Dialogue, and Grace for Grace:
The Debates after Augustine and Pelagius, and has
written numerous articles.
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“In Introducing Protestant Social Ethics, Matz offers an introduction to
the broad Christian moral tradition that precedes and lays the foundation for Protestant social ethics. In a unique approach, Matz surveys key
biblical social ethics themes, major historical developments affecting
social ethics, and then five principles for Christian social ethics—human
dignity, the common good, justice, solidarity, and subsidiarity. The book
is written at an introductory level but has a comprehensive sweep that
will make it of value as a classroom text. I recommend this creative contribution from an emerging voice in Christian ethics.”—David Gushee,
Mercer University
“With his characteristically meticulous and thoughtful approach,
Matz has produced a work of scholarly achievement and deep reflection
on the continued ethical challenges brought about by the inequalities
of human life. This important survey identifies how the theme of social
ethics is traced through Scripture and the historic responses of Christians who have accepted God’s invitation to seek justice in the world.
Inviting Protestants to greater facility with the vocabulary of social
justice theology, Introducing Protestant Social Ethics is a welcome—and
timely—contribution to the field.”—Brenda Llewellyn Ihssen, Pacific
Lutheran University
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Rethinking Holiness
A Theological Introduction
Bernie A. Van De Walle
“Holiness is a nearly forgotten concept in my church. That’s
a great pity. The Wesleyan conviction that God is able to draw us into
ever closer fellowship with the Trinity and that our thoughts and deeds
are transformed in the process—holiness—is the force that drove the
Methodist revival. Holiness is what a living, loving God is and does.
Van De Walle has written a remarkable book that gives fresh, contemporary, practical significance to the idea of holiness. Here’s a book that my
church needs to read, ponder, and inculcate now that we may go with
God into God’s future.”—Will Willimon, Duke Divinity School; United
Methodist Bishop, retired
“Van De Walle speaks to a church confused about how salvation
shapes one’s life in Christ. He gives us a fine introduction to a belief
once so core to the Christian faith, but now so forgotten. After reading
it, I came away with fresh eyes for what it might mean not just to be
saved in Christ but to be transformed in Christ.”—David Fitch, Northern
Seminary; author of Faithful Presence
“Bernie carefully and thoughtfully strips away the layers of insulation that have kept holiness locked in a time warp of irrelevance
and lays before us the glory of God’s transcendence in life-changing
clarity. He does all of this with the implicit nudge to participate in God’s
holiness so that we are transformed. Holiness has never been more compelling, life giving, and desirable.”—Kevin W. Mannoia, Azusa Pacific
University; former president, National Association of Evangelicals
“Rethinking Holiness brings forward an important conversation that
addresses how the Christian community can demonstrate the
holiness of God in the present cultural context. I’ve been waiting for
this conversation, and Rethinking Holiness brings it front and center.”
—Joy J. Moore, Fuller Theological Seminary

Bernie A. Van De Walle (PhD, Drew University) is
professor of historical and systematic theology and
theology program convener at Ambrose University,
where he has taught for more than fifteen years.
Ordained in the Christian and Missionary Alliance,
he previously served as a pastor for a number of
years. Van De Walle is a past president of the Christian Theological Research Fellowship.

“The message of holiness has been proclaimed throughout the centuries,
though at times it has been distorted by legalism and misunderstanding.
Van De Walle brings this important understanding of God’s character back
into the center of conversation in the life of the church. Rethinking Holiness
provides a necessary, contemporary expression of a vital doctrine.”
—Carla Sunberg, Nazarene Theological Seminary
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“Rethinking Holiness challenges those who have dismissed holiness
as an antiquated and uninteresting topic to rethink their dismissal. This
book offers deeply theological yet practical insights from a scholar who
is passionate about helping ordinary Christians rediscover the essence of
holiness.”—Antipas L. Harris, Regent University
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The Doctrine of God
A Global Introduction, 2nd ed.
Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen
Internationally respected scholar Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen offers a global
survey of understandings of God in Scripture, Christian history, and
contemporary theology. This new edition incorporates developments
in theological research over the past decade and has been substantially
updated throughout.

PRAISE FOR THE FIRST EDITION
“This astonishingly wide-ranging and well-informed book will
serve as an introduction to the doctrine of God for scholars of all kinds
and for many generations of students. The story of the numerous theologians and thinkers within the long, rich, and varied Christian tradition
is freshly told with great insight and intelligence. In addition to providing a systematic treatment of the historical development of a Christian
doctrine of God, this book addresses those parts of the world that, as
the twenty-first century develops, are likely to become crucial to Christian scholarship—Africa, Latin America, and Asia. I warmly recommend
this book for its thoroughness, scope, clarity, and fairness.”
—William K. Kay, University of Chester

Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen (DrTheol, University of Helsinki)
is professor of systematic theology at Fuller
Theological Seminary, where he has taught for over
fifteen years. He is also docent of ecumenics at
the University of Helsinki, Finland. A prolific writer,
Kärkkäinen has authored or edited numerous books,
including Pneumatology: The Holy Spirit in Ecumenical, International, and Contextual Perspective;
Christology: A Global Introduction; and a five-volume
project, A Constructive Christian Theology for the
Pluralistic World, that aims to develop a new approach to and method of doing Christian theology.
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“Kärkkäinen has rendered a particular service to the churches in
the South and the East by challenging them to ponder their theological
richness and by showing them how they can make unique theological
contributions to shape healthy, global Christianity that is familiar and
friendly to their varying sociocultural contexts.”—Wonsuk Ma, Oral
Roberts University
“I know of no better introduction to the essential elements of the
contemporary discussion of the doctrine of God than this. An impressive accomplishment, this text is very useful to teachers and scholars
alike.”—D. Lyle Dabney, Marquette University
“Those seeking a survey of the current status of theology throughout the world can’t ask for a better title than this descriptive textbook.
Recommended for all public and academic libraries.”—Gary P. Gillum,
Library Journal
“The power of this book is the careful, even presentation of a wide
range of non-Western Christian theologians. They pose challenges and
offer creative alternatives from diverse worldviews. . . . Recommended.”
—A. L. Kolp, Choice
“[A] fascinating historical and global overview of theology.”
—A. Christopher Smith, International Bulletin of Mission Research
“Kärkkäinen’s snapshots of movements, periods, and theologians
would be useful in courses on trinitarian theology.”—Jaroslav Z. Skira,
Toronto Journal of Theology
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Engaging the Doctrine of Creation
Cosmos, Creatures, and the Wise and Good Creator
Matthew Levering
“Once again, the indefatigable Matthew Levering has produced a
wonderfully lucid survey of a crucial theological topic—this time the
doctrine of creation. The work of a scholar of generous temper and
analytic rigor who is in touch with the dogmatic traditions of the whole
Christian world, this book provides an ideal introduction to its topic.”
—David Bentley Hart, contributing editor of First Things
“Levering unrolls for us a robustly biblical doctrine of creation and
shows how wonderfully the Christian tradition—especially in its Thomist dialect—has proclaimed, developed, and explored this doctrine. He
beautifully locates creation against the background of the divine attributes and within the context of the divine economy that will lead the
transformed creation finally home. A marvelous resource for all students
of the Christian mysteries.”—Lewis Ayres, Durham University
“Levering’s engaging book goes well beyond discussions about ‘in
the beginning.’ Protestant and Roman Catholic theologians alike will
find here a thick description not only of the cosmos and the human
creature but also of the creator—the good, wise, and transcendent
source of everything that is. Levering mines a number of other doctrinal
shafts as well in an inspired effort to retrieve the riches of the muchneglected biblical and theological perspectives (especially Aquinas’s) on
creation. He convincingly shows in the process that rumors of dogmatic
theology’s death at the hands of modern science and cosmology are
much exaggerated. If that were not enough, he also displays how the
doctrine of original sin functions to preserve the goodness of God’s creation and how the atonement restores it.”—Kevin J. Vanhoozer, Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School
“This book is breathtaking in its scope and astonishing in its erudition and creativity. The doctrine of creation suffered gradual attenuation
in the theology of the twentieth century, and this book—engaged with
modern science and philosophy but not limited to that engagement—is
a welcome and refreshing accomplishment in retrieval and reinvigoration. It will prove useful in undergraduate and graduate education alike
as well as for any interested educated reader.”—John C. Cavadini,
University of Notre Dame

Matthew Levering (PhD, Boston College) is the
James N. and Mary D. Perry Jr. Chair of Theology
at Mundelein Seminary, University of Saint Mary of
the Lake. He previously taught at the University of
Dayton. Levering is the author of numerous books,
including Engaging the Doctrine of Revelation, Engaging the Doctrine of the Holy Spirit, Proofs of God,
The Theology of Augustine, and Ezra & Nehemiah
in the Brazos Theological Commentary on the Bible
series. He serves as coeditor of the journals Nova et
Vetera and the International Journal of Systematic
Theology and has served as chair of the board of the
Academy of Catholic Theology since 2007.
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“The best of Catholic theology by the best of Catholic theologians.
What we find is a macroscopic—indeed cosmic—vision of our God’s
beautiful, explosive creative powers forming an expansive universe in
which humans reflect God’s glory and a microscopic examination of
details in the Bible, the Catholic tradition, and the wider discussions of
important topics germane to understanding creation theology today.”
—Scot McKnight, Northern Seminary
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Retrieving History
Memory and Identity Formation in the Early Church
Stefana Dan Laing
EVANGELICAL RESSOURCEMENT
D. H. Williams, series editor

Retrieving History introduces the early Christian ideas of history and
history writing and shows their value for developing Christian communities of the patristic era. It examines the ways early Christians related
and transmitted their history: apologetics, martyrdom accounts, sacred
biography, and the genre of church history proper. Stefana Dan Laing
shows that exploring the lives and writings of both men and women of
the ancient church helps readers understand how Christian identity is
rooted in the faithful work of preceding generations. Her book also offers a corrective to the individualistic and ahistorical tendencies within
contemporary Christianity. It will appeal to professors and students in
church history and patristics courses as well as pastors, worship leaders,
and educated laypeople.

CONTENTS

Stefana Dan Laing (PhD, Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary) is assistant librarian at the Houston campus
of Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary. She
has taught at Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Houston Graduate School of Theology,
Houston Baptist University, and Beeson Divinity
School, and has contributed to numerous books.
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a ebook available
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Map
Timeline
Invitation to the Past
Ancient Historical Writing and the Rise of Historical Literary Forms
History as Apologetic: Harnessing a Usable Past
Martyrology: Remembering the Martyrs’ Noble Example
Hagiography: Martyrdom as Discipleship in Early Christian Biographies
Ecclesiastical History: The Story of the Church
Conclusions and Trajectories
Index

ABOUT THE SERIES
The Evangelical Ressourcement series is grounded in the belief that there
is a wealth of theological, exegetical, and spiritual resources from the
patristic era that is relevant for the Christian church today and into
the future. Amid the current resurgence of interest in the early church,
this series aims to help church thinkers and leaders reappropriate these
ancient understandings of Christian belief and practice and apply them
to ministry in the twenty-first century.
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CLASSICAL
CHRISTIAN
DOCTRINE

RETRIEVING
NICAEA

288 pp. · paper · $24.99

A Comprehensive
Introduction
Hubertus R. Drobner;
Siegfried S. Schatzmann,
trans.

192 pp. · paper · $21.99

352 pp. · cloth · $39.99
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Introduction, 2nd ed.
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The Development and
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Beauty for Truth’s Sake
On the Re-enchantment of Education, repackaged ed.
Stratford Caldecott
Foreword by Ken Myers
Based in the riches of Christian worship and tradition, this introduction
to Christian thinking and worldview helps readers put back together
again faith and reason, truth and beauty, and the fragmented academic
disciplines. The book reclaims the classic liberal arts and views disciplines
such as science and mathematics through a poetic lens. It includes a new
foreword by Ken Myers, the producer and host of Mars Hill Audio Journal.

FROM THE FOREWORD
Some teachers are bound to be disappointed by this book. If they are in
the market for an outline of techniques to elevate test scores or lengthen
attention spans or any other quantifiable goal, their response may well
be like that of the rich young ruler, who went away sorrowful. Stratford
Caldecott’s wise counsel in Beauty for Truth’s Sake involves, as did our
Lord’s, a commitment to renunciation—in this case surrendering assumptions about the ends of education that dominate modern culture.
Modern education tends to endorse Francis Bacon’s equation of
knowledge with power, and so the Liberal Arts are out of fashion. But
while the Servile Arts (which advance technological progress) may be
equipped by such a narrow view of knowledge, the power they enable
can be properly directed and governed only by the existential orientation encouraged by the Liberal Arts. Within those disciplines, education
conveys an understanding of the significance of freedom, which is
necessary for the wise exercise of power. Such an education is re-enchanted
because it acknowledges the beautiful, Logos-centered order that permeates
all of creation. . . .
One of the most sobering claims Caldecott makes in this book comes
in his concluding chapter, when he observes that “we are living in an
era shaped by philosophical battles that most of us are unaware ever
took place.” Having spent most of my adult life trying to understand
the genealogy of contemporary confusions, I wish I had known more
about those battles when I was much younger. Many of our cultural
institutions (and the shape they give to our lives) have been shaped by
the outcome of those battles, formed by sympathies with the winning if
mistaken side. And so many countercultural works of re-enchantment
are now necessary. But what a marvelous necessity and what a marvelous
and hopeful companion Stratford Caldecott can be for us in the way ahead.

Stratford Caldecott (MA, University of Oxford;
1954–2014) was the editor of Second Spring, directed
the Centre for Faith and Culture in Oxford for the
Thomas More College of Liberal Arts, and served as
a research fellow at St. Benet’s Hall, Oxford. He has
authored several books of theological reflection and
cultural analysis.
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Donald Opitz and Derek
Melleby

Worship, Worldview,
and Cultural Formation
James K. A. Smith

How Worship Works
James K. A. Smith
224 pp. · paper · $22.99

The Spiritual Power
of Habit
James K. A. Smith

240 pp. · paper · $22.99

978-0-8010-3578-4

224 pp. · cloth · $19.99
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THEOLOGICAL, HISTORICAL, AND ETHICAL STUDIES
Biblical Authority after
Babel

Kevin J. Vanhoozer (PhD, University of

Retrieving the Solas in the Spirit
of Mere Protestant Christianity
Kevin J. Vanhoozer

School. He is the author, coauthor, or editor

Cambridge) is research professor of systematic theology at Trinity Evangelical Divinity
of numerous books, including The Pastor as
Public Theologian, Everyday Theology, and
the award-winning Dictionary for Theological

“In a season of Reformation remembrances, here
comes a fresh appraisal of the core principles of
historic Protestant Christianity. Written with conviction, nuance, and wisdom, this is Vanhoozer at
his best—a treasure.”—Timothy George, Beeson
Divinity School, Samford University; general
editor, Reformation Commentary on Scripture
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Now Available
288 pp. · cloth · $21.99
978-1-58743-393-1
Evangelicalism, Revelation,
Apologetics

a ebook available

Interpretation of the Bible.

ALSO OF INTEREST
THE PASTOR
AS PUBLIC
THEOLOGIAN

“The Reformation was about countering what was
wrong in Catholicism, but its central principles,
the five solas, are not only negations. Reformational
Protestantism is also about being for something.
The solas are therefore principles for shaping a
robust theology. It is this constructive task that
Vanhoozer has undertaken in this book, and he
has done so with rigor, vigor, and an infectious
enthusiasm.”—David F. Wells, Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary

Reclaiming a Lost Vision
Kevin J. Vanhoozer
and Owen Strachan
240 pp. · cloth · $21.99
978-0-8010-9771-3
ebook available

CHRISTIAN
DOGMATICS
Reformed Theology
for the Church Catholic
Michael Allen and
Scott R. Swain, eds.

“Offers the church a compelling ‘mere Protestantism’
strong enough to give us hope going forward as
we continue to seek, together with the tradition,
faithfulness to God’s good revelation to us in
Scripture.”—Beth Felker Jones, Wheaton College

416 pp. · paper · $36.99
978-0-8010-4894-4
ebook available

The End of Protestantism

Peter J. Leithart (PhD, University of Cambridge),

Pursuing Unity in a Fragmented Church
Peter J. Leithart

tute and adjunct senior fellow of theology and

a former pastor, is president of Theopolis Instiliterature at New Saint Andrews College. He is
the author of numerous books, a contributing

“Leithart simply cannot write a dull book. He
cannot because he has the courage and intellect
to go to the heart of the matter. In this book he
explores the coming unity we pray God intends
for the church. He does so with his usual scholarship
and wise judgments. One can only hope for this
vision for the future of the church to be realized.”
—Stanley Hauerwas, Duke Divinity School
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Now Available
240 pp. · cloth · $21.99
978-1-58743-377-1
Evangelicalism, Ecclesiology

a ebook available

“I had given up trying to find—short of the Lord’s
return—an alternative to the tribalism of divisive
denominationalism and the ‘unity’ efforts of
mainstream ecumenism. Leithart has convinced
me that I gave up too easily. This groundbreaking
book combines exciting ecclesiological explorations with some practical steps for moving forward prior to the eschaton.”—Richard J. Mouw,
Fuller Theological Seminary

editor for Touchstone, and a regular blogger at
firstthings.com.

ALSO OF INTEREST
TRACES OF
THE TRINITY
Signs of God in Creation
and Human Experience
Peter J. Leithart
176 pp. · paper · $20.00
978-1-58743-367-2
ebook available

MEDIEVAL
WISDOM FOR
MODERN
CHRISTIANS
Finding Authentic Faith
in a Forgotten Age with
C. S. Lewis
Chris R. Armstrong
272 pp. · paper · $19.99
978-1-58743-378-8
ebook available
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Oliver D. Crisp (PhD, King’s College, University
of London) is professor of systematic theology
at Fuller Theological Seminary. He is the
author or editor of numerous books, including

The Word Enfleshed
Exploring the Person and Work of Christ
Oliver D. Crisp

Deviant Calvinism: Broadening Reformed
Theology and Jonathan Edwards among the
Theologians.

ALSO OF INTEREST
UNION WITH
CHRIST
Reframing Theology and
Ministry for the Church
J. Todd Billings
192 pp. · paper · $20.00
978-0-8010-3934-8
ebook available

“Thoughtful and unfailingly generous with his
many interlocutors, Crisp engages the full breadth
of christological topics with an eye turned equally
to traditional Christian claims and contemporary
philosophical challenges to them. In its wide-ranging
assessments of eternal generation, incarnation,
hypostatic union, and atonement, The Word Enfleshed
exemplifies the core values of the analytic theology
movement by offering a set of theological arguments
that cross established boundaries of academic discipline as well as confessional identity in the service of helping Christians give a credible account
of the hope that is in them.”—Ian A. McFarland,
Selwyn College, University of Cambridge
“In an era where academic theology is succumbing
to specialization and fragmentation, Crisp offers
us a compelling account of the integration of
the person and work of Christ. This is a work
of retrieval from the ancient church, as well as a
recovery of the catholicity of Reformed thought.”
—Julie Canlis, Regent College

ATONEMENT, LAW,
AND JUSTICE
The Cross in Historical
and Cultural Contexts
Adonis Vidu
304 pp. · paper · $25.00

Now Available
208 pp. · paper · $26.99
978-0-8010-9809-3

I

Christology

a ebook available

978-0-8010-3919-5
ebook available

Ingolf U. Dalferth (DrTheol, University of
Tübingen) is Danforth Professor of Philosophy
of Religion at Claremont Graduate University
in Claremont, California. He is also professor

Creatures of Possibility
The Theological Basis of Human Freedom
Ingolf U. Dalferth

emeritus in the faculty of theology at the
University of Zurich, where he directed the
Institute of Hermeneutics and Philosophy
of Religion for many years. Dalferth is the
author or editor of over forty books, including
Crucified and Resurrected.

ALSO OF INTEREST
CRUCIFIED AND
RESURRECTED
Restructuring the
Grammar of Christology
Ingolf U. Dalferth
352 pp. · cloth · $45.00
978-0-8010-9754-6
ebook available

DIVINE SIMPLICITY
Christ the Crisis
of Metaphysics
Paul R. Hinlicky
256 pp. · cloth · $35.00
978-0-8010-4899-9

“Few Protestant theologians today write with the
authoritative grasp of the theological tradition
that Ingolf Dalferth demonstrates in Creatures of
Possibility. Fewer still are capable of bringing this
tradition into such an extensive constructive and
critical engagement with contemporary thought.
Through a series of expositions of Luther, Marion,
Derrida, Blumenberg, and Nietzsche, Dalferth
shows that the Christian account of human beings
as fundamentally passive is so far from being
a conservative recoil in the face of modernity’s
promotion of autonomous rational agency as to
be, instead, the founding charter of our creaturely
creative possibilities. Creatures of Possibility will
surely prove essential reading for anyone concerned with theological anthropology.”—George
Pattison, University of Glasgow
“With impressive conceptual precision and insight,
Dalferth explores how being created by God invites a
deeper appreciation of human giftedness, possibility,
and becoming. This is truly engaging theology.”
—Werner G. Jeanrond, University of Oxford
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240 pp. · cloth · $29.99
978-0-8010-9810-9
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THEOLOGICAL, HISTORICAL, AND ETHICAL STUDIES
Adventures in
Evangelical Civility

Richard J. Mouw (PhD, University of Chicago)

A Lifelong Quest for Common Ground
Richard J. Mouw

president for twenty years. He has authored

is professor of faith and public life at Fuller
Theological Seminary, where he served as
numerous books, including Uncommon
Decency: Christian Civility in an Uncivil World

“With graceful prose and elegant simplicity, Mouw
draws on classical Calvinists, biblical scholars,
Mormon leaders, recent historians, Catholic and
Anabaptist theologians, and theist and atheist philosophers to explore the manifold links between
common and particular grace. As the premier
evangelical public intellectual of his time, Mouw
finds a mandate squarely within historic Christian
orthodoxy for ‘convicted civility.’ This mandate
calls for a principled effort both to speak to other
ears and to listen to other voices that have similarly
sought to see the glories of God’s self-revelation in
the wider reaches of contemporary culture.”
—Grant Wacker, Duke Divinity School

Q

Now Available
256 pp. · cloth · $24.99
978-1-58743-391-7
Evangelicalism, Practical Theology/
Church Life, Theology

a ebook available

“What a treat to wrestle with modernity alongside
a first-rate theological mind! Mouw’s reflections
on a lifelong encounter with the great thinkers of
the modern age—aimed at understanding the burden and beauty of our common humanity—will
edify and encourage believers and nonbelievers of
all stripes.”—Molly Worthen, University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill

and He Shines in All That’s Fair: Culture and
Common Grace.

ALSO OF INTEREST
EVANGELICALS
AND CATHOLICS
TOGETHER AT
TWENTY
Vital Statements
on Contested Topics
Timothy George and
Thomas G. Guarino, eds.
224 pp. · paper · $17.99
978-1-58743-368-9
ebook available

FROM EVERY TRIBE
AND NATION
A Historian’s Discovery of
the Global Christian Story
Mark A. Noll
224 pp. · paper · $23.00
978-0-8010-3993-5
ebook available

Israel Matters
Why Christians Must Think Differently
about the People and the Land
Gerald R. McDermott

Gerald R. McDermott (PhD, University of Iowa)
is Anglican Chair of Divinity at Beeson Divinity
School. He is the author or editor of numerous
books, including Famous Stutterers, The Theology
of Jonathan Edwards, God’s Rivals: Why Has
God Allowed Different Religions?, and Can

“Every theologian—and especially those theologians
who might be inclined to disagree—should read
Gerald McDermott’s Israel Matters, as it is destined
to become the standard text for this perspective.
Highly recommended.”—Bruce Ashford, Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary
“This book could be a historic breakthrough.”
—Robert W. Jenson, Center of Theological Inquiry
“Because so much discussion of Israel is polarized
between uncritical fundamentalism and liberal
demonization of the Jewish State, McDermott’s
book is more important than ever. A must-read
for all people of faith.”—Rabbi Dr. Eugene Korn,
Center for Jewish-Christian Understanding and
Cooperation, Israel
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Christianity and Culture,
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Evangelicals Learn from World Religions?

ALSO OF INTEREST
JESUS AND
THE LAND
The New Testament
Challenge to “Holy Land”
Theology
Gary M. Burge
176 pp. · paper · $22.00
978-0-8010-3898-3
Cannot export to the EU
ebook available

POSTMISSIONARY
MESSIANIC
JUDAISM
Redefining Christian
Engagement with
the Jewish People
Mark S. Kinzer
320 pp. · paper · $32.00
978-1-58743-152-4
ebook available
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John F. Kilner (PhD, Harvard University) is the
Franklin and Dorothy Forman Chair of Christian
Ethics and Theology, professor of bioethics
and contemporary culture, and director of
bioethics programs at Trinity International

Why People Matter
A Christian Engagement
with Rival Views of Human Significance
John F. Kilner, editor

University. He is a senior fellow for The Center
for Bioethics & Human Dignity and the author
or editor of many books.

ALSO OF INTEREST
INTRODUCING
MORAL THEOLOGY
True Happiness
and the Virtues
William C. Mattison III
432 pp. · paper · $32.99
978-1-58743-223-1
ebook available

REVIVING
EVANGELICAL
ETHICS
The Promises and Pitfalls
of Classic Models of Morality
Wyndy Corbin
Reuschling
188 pp. · paper · $24.00
978-1-58743-189-0
ebook available

Kutter Callaway (PhD, Fuller Theological Seminary) is assistant professor of theology and
culture at Fuller Theological Seminary, where
he teaches at the Brehm Center for Worship,
Theology, and the Arts.
Dean Batali is an experienced head writer for

This book brings together noted ethicists—Russell
DiSilvestro, David P. Gushee, Amy Laura Hall,
John F. Kilner, Gilbert C. Meilaender, Scott B. Rae,
and Patrick T. Smith—to make a Christian case
for human dignity.

ENDORSEMENTS
“A richly substantive yet accessible discussion
of the philosophical, moral, and theological
frameworks that undermine or support our nearly
universal intuition that ‘people matter.’ In consistently excellent essays, the authors provide crucial
insights into the basis for our assumptions about
human significance.”—Christine D. Pohl, Asbury
Theological Seminary
“Why People Matter convincingly demonstrates
that worldviews make a major difference in ethics.
In contrast to utilitarianism, collectivism, individualism, naturalism, and transhumanism, the
Christian view of reality presented in this volume
both critiques the claims of competing views and
is shown to ground and sustain an ethic in which
people truly matter.”—Dennis P. Hollinger,
Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary
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240 pp. · paper · $26.99
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Watching TV Religiously
Television and Theology in Dialogue
Kutter Callaway with Dean Batali
ENGAGING CULTURE
William A. Dyrness and Robert K. Johnston, series editors

popular TV shows with over twenty years of
industry experience.

ALSO IN THE SERIES
NETWORKED
THEOLOGY
Negotiating Faith
in Digital Culture
Heidi A. Campbell
and Stephen Garner
192 pp. · paper · $22.99
978-0-8010-4914-9
ebook available

LEISURE AND
SPIRITUALITY
Biblical, Historical, and
Contemporary Perspectives
Paul Heintzman
352 pp. · paper · $28.00
978-0-8010-4872-2
ebook available

“A brilliant and timely analysis of our daily devotion to our favorite TV shows. In celebrating and
critiquing beloved series like Lost, Glee, The Office,
Friends, and House of Cards, Callaway and Batali
invite us to rediscover the episodic structure of
biblical stories about Joseph, David, Ruth, Daniel,
and Mary Magdalene. This comprehensive and insightful book challenges us to channel our passion
for television back toward meaningful interaction
with each other.”—Craig Detweiler, Institute for
Entertainment, Media, and Culture; Pepperdine
University
“Every five years, it seems, a new collection of
TV shows frame the ‘new normal’ in a way that
enables an entire society to reimagine itself. For
that reason, we need judicious, charitable guides
to help us navigate what is arguably the dominant
storytelling medium of early twenty-first-century
culture. In Callaway (a professional theologian)
and Batali (a professional TV writer) we have just
that.”—W. David O. Taylor, Fuller Theological
Seminary

course help for professors and study aids for students
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288 pp. · paper · $27.99
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Gregory of Nazianzus
Brian Matz
FOUNDATIONS OF THEOLOGICAL EXEGESIS
AND CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY
Hans Boersma and Matthew Levering, series editors

Brian Matz (PhD, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
and Saint Louis University) is associate
professor of the history of Christianity and the
Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet Endowed
Chair in Catholic Thought at Fontbonne
University. He has authored or edited several
books on the use of patristic sources in Catholic

“An intriguing book on Gregory of Nazianzus.
Centering attention on Gregory’s pastoral theology
of purification, Matz relates this central theme
to baptism, contemplation, concern for the
poor, and other topics, without neglecting the
theological controversy Gregory is best known
for, the controversy on the Trinity. This insightful
and lively book should renew and reorient studies
of Gregory for decades to come.”—Joseph T.
Lienhard, SJ, Fordham University

I

Now Available
208 pp. · paper · $27.00
(maximum discount 40%)
978-0-8010-4908-8
Church History, Patristics, Historical
Theology

a ebook available

“One of the greatest theologians of the early
church comes to life as a complex and endearing
human personality as well as an edifying and
inspiring example of Christian discipleship and
ministry. We encounter Gregory of Nazianzus as
an earthen vessel filled with treasures of grace,
prone to being overwhelmed by frustration with
ecclesial politics but dedicated to a transformative
union with God and other human beings that is
motivated and informed by scriptural contemplation. Reading this book is itself a wonderful
exercise in contemplation.”—Khaled Anatolios,
University of Notre Dame
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(maximum discount 40%)
978-0-8010-3078-9
Church History, Eastern Orthodoxy,
Patristics, Theology

a ebook available
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BASIL
OF CAESAREA
Stephen M. Hildebrand
224 pp. · paper · $27.00
978-0-8010-4907-1
ebook available

ATHANASIUS
Peter J. Leithart
224 pp. · paper · $28.00
978-0-8010-3942-3
ebook available

Nonna Verna Harrison (PhD, Graduate

Nonna Verna Harrison
and David G. Hunter, editors

ing God’s Many-Splendored Image.

“In this exceptional volume, Harrison and Hunter
have brought together some of the best thinkers of
our time to look deeply into the patristic tradition
and connect us once again with the wisdom of
ancient Christianity.”—George Kalantzis, The
Wheaton Center for Early Christian Studies,
Wheaton College

288 pp. · paper · $30.00

ALSO IN THE SERIES

Suffering and Evil
in Early Christian Thought
HOLY CROSS STUDIES IN PATRISTIC THEOLOGY
AND HISTORY

Now Available

social thought.

“The presence of suffering and evil is considered
the major problem for a theistic worldview. The
challenge is old. So is the Christian response to
it. An all-star cast of writers, mostly Catholic and
Orthodox, consider what early Christian thinkers
had to say. From an overview of patristic theodicies to a contemporary theologian’s reflections
on how God enters human suffering, there is
rich theological perspective on display here. This
volume will enrich one’s understanding of the
thought of early Christians, especially in regard
to the passion of Christ, and will provide insights
helpful for modern Christian philosophy and
theology.”—Everett Ferguson, Abilene Christian
University

Theological Union), an experienced patristics
scholar, is the author of several books, includDavid G. Hunter (PhD, University of Notre
Dame) holds the Cottrill-Rolfes Chair of Catholic
Studies at the University of Kentucky.

ALSO IN THE SERIES
WEALTH AND
POVERTY IN EARLY
CHURCH AND
SOCIETY
Susan R. Holman, ed.
320 pp. · p · $35.00
978-0-8010-3549-4
ebook available

THE HOLY TRINITY
IN THE LIFE OF
THE CHURCH
Khaled Anatolios, ed.
272 pp. · paper · $30.00
978-0-8010-4897-5
ebook available
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Robert Kolb (PhD, University of Wisconsin)
is Mission Professor of Systematic Theology
emeritus at Concordia Seminary. He has written numerous books, including The Genius of
Luther’s Theology and Luther and the Stories
of God, and is coeditor of The Book of Concord

Martin Luther and the
Enduring Word of God
The Wittenberg School and Its
Scripture-Centered Proclamation
Robert Kolb

(2000 translation).

ALSO BY THE AUTHOR
LUTHER AND THE
STORIES OF GOD
Biblical Narratives
as a Foundation
for Christian Living
Robert Kolb
208 pp. · paper · $24.00
978-0-8010-3891-4
ebook available

THE GENIUS
OF LUTHER’S
THEOLOGY

“While Luther rightly dominates Lutheranism as
the single most important theological leader of the
movement, he neither emerged from a vacuum
nor operated as a Reformer in isolation. Instead,
he was part of the vibrant intellectual ferment
of his time, particularly as that was instantiated
in the University of Wittenberg. Drawing on a
lifetime of study not only of Luther himself but
also of the Wittenberg School of which Luther
was a part, Kolb here offers a superb contextual
analysis of Luther’s biblical exegesis and theology
both in his own day and as they were subsequently
developed by his students. For those interested
in the history of exegesis, the thought of Martin
Luther, and the formation of post-Luther Lutheranism, this book is a treat.”—Carl R. Trueman,
Westminster Theological Seminary
“Students of the Reformation at every level will
benefit from this book.”—Erik Herrmann, Center
for Reformation Research, Concordia Seminary

A Wittenberg Way
of Thinking for the
Contemporary Church
Robert Kolb
and Charles P. Arand

Now Available
528 pp. · cloth · $49.99
978-0-8010-4863-0
Church History, Historical Theology
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a ebook available

240 pp. · paper · $24.00
978-0-8010-3180-9
ebook available

Richard A. Muller (PhD, Duke University) is
P. J. Zondervan Professor of Historical Theology Emeritus and senior fellow of the Junius
Institute for Digital Reformation Research at
Calvin Theological Seminary. He is the author
of numerous books, including the multivolume

Divine Will
and Human Choice
Freedom, Contingency, and Necessity
in Early Modern Reformed Thought
Richard A. Muller

Post-Reformation Reformed Dogmatics.

ALSO OF INTEREST
CALVIN AND
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